2022 MBE Published Rates Information
During these unprecedented two years, we have all been called to face socio-economic scenarios
which reinforced our sense of community and cohesiveness, enhanced our capacity to look at the
future and to innovate, and forged our resilience. Our roots are today as solid as our vision, and
both are faithful to the main principle that puts our customers at the core.
Therefore, we are proud to communicate that in 2021 we increased our investments in technology
to accelerate the digitization process and to strengthen MBE's unique positioning in the market
as a platform of digital-ready shipping, fulfillment, marketing, e-commerce and print solutions.
Our commitments for 2022 fully embrace this direction, with the objective to assist our customers
throughout their business challenges, providing them with professional solutions that are
increasingly up with market trends and requirements.
In this context, Mail Boxes Etc. (hereinafter "MBE") informs that with effect from January 1st
2022 a revision of the shipping price lists will be applied in order to guarantee the high levels of
service that distinguish the MBE Network and which are the main reason for which end customers
choose MBE entrepreneurs every day as partners for their activities.
The prices of domestic and international services will increase on average by 5,9%, while
surcharges for additional handling/parcels, large packages, non-stackable pallets, will be applied
in a more extensive manner.
Never more than today, it is a duty for us to thank all the customers who constantly choose the
MBE Centers as logistics partners, thus rewarding our commitment to intercept customers’ needs
and provide a high value-added portfolio of solutions: MBE Online, MBE e-LINK, MBE SafeValue,
MBE MyLogistics, MBE Print Online, MBE Web Services, to mention a few.
Finally, we remind you that the MBE Centers are managed by independent Entrepreneurs who
operate under the MBE brand as a result of a franchise contract. For this reason, not all services
and products offered by Mail Boxes Etc. are available at each MBE Point of Sale. Mail Boxes Etc.
and MBE are trademarks registered and used by MBE Worldwide S.p.A. (all rights reserved).

About MBE Worldwide
MBE Worldwide S.p.A. (“MBE”), a privately-owned company headquartered in Italy, enables consumers and enterprises
to succeed in growing their business through a platform of digital-ready shipping, fulfillment, marketing, e-commerce
and print solutions. MBE Service Centers, largely independently owned and operated, facilitate the activities of

entrepreneurs, businesses and private consumers through an easy-to-access platform that offers customized services
and products delivered with a distinguished and unique level of customer service. MBE presently operates under
multiple brands: Mail Boxes Etc. (except the US and Canada), AlphaGraphics, PostNet, Spedingo.com, Print Speak, PACK
& SEND, Multicopy and PrestaShop. Its global commerce platform currently counts more than 2.800 locations in 53
countries, serving 1 Mln business customers with 12.000+ associates and FY2020 System-wide Sales of €879 Million
(US$1.004 Million).

For additional information please visit MBE Worldwide Group websites at www.mbecorporate.com www.mbeglobal.com - www.postnet.com - www.alphagraphics.com - www.spedingo.com - www.printspeak.com www.packsend.com.au - www.multicopy.nl - www.prestashop.com - www.mbe.it - www.mbe.es - www.mbe.de www.mbefrance.fr - www.mbe.pl - www.mbeportugal.pt - www.mbe.co.uk

